
Information you will be asked for when requesting a quote for a Van Body

Make Model

Year Useable cab to axle*

Cab to tandem Exhaust vertical / horizontal

1. What length van body you would like?

2. What would you like the height of the van body to be?

3. How wide do you want the van body? (96” or 102”)

4. Will a fork lift truck be operated inside van body? If so, the following will be asked.

a. Will extra x-members be needed for additional floor support at the rear of the body?

b. Will a threshold plate need to be installed to protect the floor when the forklift drives off the dock and into

the van body?

c. Will a scuff plate be needed to protect the sidewalls where they meet the floor?

d. Will the lower front end of the van body need to be reinforced so pallets can safely be slid into it?

5. Would you like a translucent or aluminum roof?

6. Would you like a roll up or swing out rear doors?

7. What type of rear ICC bumper or full width drop step

8. Will a walkramp or liftgate be required?

9. Does the interior need to be lined with plywood or hardwood tie off slats?

10. What type of load holding device (logistics) will be needed inside?

a. What location?

b. What height?

11. Will a dock extension be needed?

12. How many dome lights will you need inside the body and where should the switch be mounted (inside rear or

inside cab)?

13. Is a side door needed? If so, what kind of door?

14. Do you require a front nose cone for improved fuel mileage?

15. Will the van body be mounted on a single axle or tandem axle chassis?

*The most crucial measurement in the truck equipment installation process is the cab to axle. This is the measurement
from back of cab to the center of the drive axle. For tandem axle applications, the measurement is back of the cab to
center of the tandems (trunnion) known as C.T.
The chart below has been put together to aid you in some common equipment up fits in relation to certain cab to axle

Van Body
Body Length Cab to Axle

12’ 84”
14’ 102”
16’ 120”
18’ 138”
20’ 150”
22’ 168”
24’ 186”
26’ 200”
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